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ECJ judgement in case C-436/06, Gronfeldt and Gronfeldt: Different transitional rules
for capital gains taxation on domestic and foreign participations

The German rules for individuals' capital gains tax were changed in the tax reform in 2000.
The prior rules stated that a capital gain was taxable if (simplified) the participation amounted
to at least 10 %. In the tax reform, this was lowered to 1 %. The transitional rules stated
(simplified) that the new threshold applied for domestic participations as of year 2002,
whereas for participations in foreign corporations, it applied already in 2001.

In the case at hand, the claimant sold parts of his 2.1% and 2.5% participations in two Danish
companies in 2001 and was taxed on the capital gain. The Tax Court of Hamburg doubted if
the different tax treatment of domestic and foreign participations is in line with the free
movement of capital and referred the case to the ECJ (see EUDTG Newsletter Issue 2007 -
nr. 001).

The ECJ decided the case on December 18, 2007. It initially stated that a different treatment
based on the place of investment deters taxpayers from investing in foreign corporations and
constitutes an obstacle for such corporations raising capital in Germany. It is irrelevant that
the different treatment only lasted for one year.

To the point if the situations of shareholders with domestic vs. foreign subsidiaries are
comparable, the German government stated that the different treatment was during a
transition period, for which a Member State has a certain discretion. In the old imputation
system, the taxation of corporate profits was wholly at the level of the company. The
shareholder got an imputation credit in order to avoid double taxation. In the new half
inclusion system however, the taxation of corporate profits is achieved by the interaction of
the tax at corporate and at shareholder level, so that the 10 % limit for capital gains could not
be upheld. For the shareholder, the imputation system still applied in 2001 if dividends were
distributed from a domestic company. However, the new system applied in 2001 to foreign
dividends, since the imputation system was never applicable to these. The ECJ commented
that as the half inclusion system (as the German government stated) was introduced to
abolish discrimination between domestic and foreign investments, it can hardly be denied that
shareholders of domestic and foreign companies are in comparable situations regarding the
participation threshold.

In respect of the coherence of the tax system, the ECJ acknowledged that the argument of a
full taxation of corporate profits explains why the half inclusion system applied for
shareholders of domestic corporations only in 2002: Since these corporations were subject to
the old rules in 2000, dividends distributed in 2001 were still taxed wholly at the level of the
company. However, this does not explain the treatment of shareholders of a foreign
corporation in 2001 - in such case, the "full taxation" the German government aims for could
not be achieved in any case, since the profits of foreign corporations were taxed in another
State. There is nothing in the files indicating that the 1% in 2001 was necessary to achieve
full taxation. Thus, the coherence could not justify the differentiating treatment. Also, even if a
transitional rule can be explained by the legimitate attempt to ensure a smooth transition to a
new system, it can in itself not justify such different treatment of the sale of foreign
shareholdings as in the present case. The ECJ accordingly declared that the free movement
of capital precludes such rule as the German one.

The judgment might also affect the outcome in another pending case, Steko Industrimontage,
C-377/07 (EUDTG Newsletter Issue 2007 - nr. 005): The transitional rules also applied
differently regarding the tax deductibility of write-downs on participations: Write-downs on
foreign participations were (in principle) non-deductible already in 2001, whereas the tax
deductibility of write-downs on domestic participations was excluded (in principle) only as of
2002 and onwards.
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